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Abstract

One defines the notion of universal deformation quantization: given any manifoldM, any
Poisson structureΛ on M and any torsionfree linear connection∇ on M, a universal deformation
quantization associates to this data a star product on(M,Λ) given by a series of bidifferential op-
erators whose corresponding tensors are given by universal polynomial expressions in the Poisson
tensorΛ, the curvature tensorR and their covariant iterated derivatives. Such universal deforma-
tion quantization exist. We study their unicity at order 3 in the deformation parameter, computing
the appropriate universal Poisson cohomology.
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1 Introduction

Let (M,Λ) be a d-dimensional Poisson manifold. LetC∞(M) be the commutative algebra ofK-valued
smooth function onM, whereK is R or C. The Poisson bracket of functions on(M,Λ) is denoted by
{ f ,g} := Λ(d f,dg), f ,g∈C∞(M), andm( f ,g) = f .g denotes the pointwise multiplication.

Definition 1 [1] Let C∞(M)[[ν ]] be the space of formal power series in the formal parameterν with
coefficients inC∞(M). A differential star product on (M,Λ) is a bilinear map

∗ : C∞(M)×C∞(M)→C∞(M)[[ν ]] ( f ,g)→ f ∗g := f .g+ ∑
r≥1

ν
rCr( f ,g),

such that

1. itsK[[ν ]]-bilinear extension is an associative product( f ∗g)∗h = f ∗ (g∗h);

2. C1( f ,g)−C1(g, f ) = 2{ f ,g};

3. eachCr is a bidifferential operator vanishing on constants.

Kontsevich gave in [10] an explicit formula for a star product onRd endowed with any Poisson struc-
ture, as a special case of his formality theorem for the Hochschild complex of multidifferential opera-
tors.

Theorem 1 [10] The formality theorem onRd is proven through the explicit formula of an L∞ mor-
phism from the differential graded Lie algebra of polyvectorfields onRd to the differential graded Lie
algebra of polydifferential operators onRd. This consists in a collection of multilinear graded sym-
metric maps Uj associating to j multivectorfieldsαk ∈ Γ(Rd,∧mkTRd) a multidifferential operator

U j(α1, . . . ,α j) : C∞(Rd)⊗r →C∞(Rd)

with r = ∑k mk−2 j + 2, satisfying quadratic relations(∗) which translate the fact that they are the
Taylor coefficients of a L∞ morphism. The maps Uj are defined in terms of graphs; in particular the
coefficients of the multidifferential operator Uj(α1, . . . ,α j) are given by multilinear universal expres-
sions in the partial derivatives of the coefficients of the multivectorfieldsα1, . . . ,α j .
The relations(∗) imply that, given any Poisson structureΛ onRd, the formula

f ∗Λ
K g = f g+

∞

∑
n=1

νn

n!
Un(Λ, . . . ,Λ)( f , g) = f g+νΛ(d f,dg)+O(ν2) (1.1)

defines a star product on(Rd,Λ). Observe that each Un(Λ, . . . ,Λ) is a bidifferential operator of order
maximum n in each argument whose coefficients are polynomials of degree n in the partial derivatives
of the coefficients of the tensorΛ.

Kontsevich then obtained the existence of star products on a general Poisson manifold using abstract
arguments.

A more direct construction of a star product on ad-dimensional Poisson manifold(M,P), using
Kontsevich’s formality onRd, was given by Cattaneo, Felder and Tomassini in [3]. Given a torsion-
free connexion∇ on (M,P) one builds an identification of the commutative algebraC∞(M) of smooth
functions onM with the algebra of flat sections of the jet bundleE→M, for the Grothendieck connec-
tion DG. The next point is to “quantize” this situation: a deformed algebra stucture onΓ(M,E)[[ν ]]
is obtained through fiberwize quantization of the jet bundle using Kontsevich star product onRd, and
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a deformed flat connectionD which is a derivation of this deformed algebra structure is constructed
“ à la Fedosov”. Then one constructs an identification between the formal series of functions onM
and the algebra of flat sections of this quantized bundle of algebras; this identification defines the star
product onM.

Later, Dolgushev [7] gave in a similar spirit a construction for a Kontsevich’s formality quasi-
isomorphism for a general smooth manifold. The construction starts again with a torsionfree linear
connexion∇ on M and the identification of the commutative algebraC∞(M) of smooth functions on
M with the algebra of flat sections of the jet bundleE → M, for a connectionDF constructed “̀a la
Fedosov”. This is extended to a resolution of the spaceTpoly(M) of polyvectors on the manifold using
the complexes of forms onM with values in the bundle of formal fiberwize polyvectorfields onE and
a resolution of the spaceDpoly(M) of polydifferential operators on the manifold using the complexes
of forms onM with values in the bundle of formal fiberwize polydifferential operators onE. The fiber-
wize KontsevichL∞ morphism is then twisted and contracted to yield aL∞- morphism fromTpoly(M)
to Dpoly(M).

Given a torsionfree linear connection∇ on a manifoldM, any multidifferential operator Op :
(C∞(M))k →C∞(M) writes in a unique way as

Op( f1, . . . , fk) = ∑
J1,...,Jk

OpJ1,...,Jk∇sym
J1

f1 . . .∇sym
Jk

fk (1.2)

where theJ1, . . . ,Jk are multiindices and∇sym
J f is the symmetrised covariant derivative of order|J| of

f :

∇sym
J f = ∑

σ∈Sm

1
m!

∇m
iσ(1)...iσ(m)

f for J= (i1, . . . , im),

where∇m
i1...im f := ∇m f (∂i1, . . . ,∂im) with ∇m f defined inductively by∇ f := d f and

∇m f (X1, . . . ,Xm) = (∇X1(∇m−1 f ))(X2, . . . ,Xm).
The tensors OpJ1,...,Jk are covariant tensors of order|J1|+ . . .+ |Jk| which are symmetric within each
block ofJr indices; they are calledthe tensors associatedto Op for the given connection.

Definition 2 A universal Poisson-related multidifferential operator will be the association to any
manifoldM, any torsionfree connection∇ onM and any Poisson tensorP onM, of a multidifferential
operator Op(M,∇,Λ) : (C∞(M))k →C∞(M), so that, the tensors associated to Op(M,∇,Λ) for ∇ are given
by universal polynomials inΛ, the curvature tensorR and their covariant multiderivatives, involving
concatenations.
We shall say that a universal Poisson-related multidifferential operator isof no-loop type if the con-
catenations only arise between different terms, not within a given term (i.e.(∇rΛ)is(∇sΛ) jr ∇sym

i j is of
no-loop type but(∇tΛ)ti∇sym

i or Rr
strΛsiΛt j∇sym

i j are not).

We shall say that the universal Poisson-related operator Op(M,∇,Λ) is a polynomial of degreer in the
Poisson structureif Op(M,∇,tΛ) = trOp(M,∇,Λ).

Definition 3 A universal star product ∗ = m+ ∑r≥1 ν rCr will be the association to any manifold
M, any torsionfree connection∇ on M and any Poisson tensorP on M, of a differential star product
∗(M,∇,Λ) := m+∑r≥1 ν rC(M,∇,Λ)

r where eachCr is a universal Poisson-related bidifferential operator of
no-loop type, which is a polynomial of degreer in the Poisson structure.

An example of a universal star product at order 3 is given in section 2.
Unicity at order 3 is studied in section 3 using universal Poisson cohomology. This, we compute for
universal Poisson-related bidifferential operators of order 1 in each argument defined by low order
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polynomials in the Poisson structure.

The existence of a universal star product is implied either by the globalisation proof of Cattaneo,
Felder and Tomassini [3, 4] using the exponential map of a torsionfree linear connection, either by the
globalisation of the formality given by Dolgushev [7]. We show this existence in section 5, stressing
first the relations between the resolutions involved in the two constructions in section 4.

2 An example at order 3

Theorem 2 There exists a universal star product up to order three, which associates to a Poisson
manifold(M,Λ) and a torsionfree linear connection∇ on M, the star product at order three defined
by

f ∗̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 g = f .g+ν{ f ,g}+ν

2C̃(M,∇,Λ)
2 ( f ,g)+ν

3C̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 ( f ,g), f ,g∈C∞(M) (2.1)

for

C̃(M,∇,Λ)
2 ( f ,g) =

1
2

ΛkrΛls∇2
kl f ∇2

rsg+
1
3

Λkr∇rΛls(∇2
kl f ∇sg+∇s f ∇2

klg)+
1
6

∇l Λkr∇kΛls∇r f ∇sg, (2.2)

and

C̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 ( f ,g) =

1
6

S(M,Λ) 3
∇ ( f ,g) =−1

6
Λls(LXf ∇) j

kl(LXg∇)k
js with Xf = i(d f)Λ, (2.3)

whereLXf ∇ is the tensor defined by the Lie derivative of the connection∇ in the direction of the
Hamiltonian vector field Xf

(LXf ∇) j
kl = Λi j ∇3

kli f +∇kΛi j ∇2
li f +∇l Λi j ∇2

ki f +∇2
klΛ

i j ∇i f +Rj
ikl Λ

si∇s f .

This can be seen by direct computation.

Remark 1 The operatorS(M,Λ) 3
∇ was introduced by Flato, Lichnerowicz and Sternheimer [9]; it is a

Chevalley-cocycle on(M,P), i.e.

+�
u,v,w

{
S(M,Λ) 3

∇ (u,v),w
}

+S(M,Λ) 3
∇ ({u,v} ,w) = 0,

where +�
u,v,w

denotes the sum over cyclic permutations ofu,v,w.

For this universal star product at order 3, there exists a universal Poisson-related-differential-operator-
valued 1-formD defined as follows:

Proposition 1 Given any Poisson manifold(M,Λ), any torsionfree linear connection∇ on M, and

any vector field X on M, the differential operator D(M,∇,Λ)
X defined by

D(M,∇,Λ)
X g = Xg−ν

21
6

Λls(LX∇) j
kl(LXg∇)k

js, g∈C∞(M)

verifies at order3 in ν

D(M,∇,Λ)
X ( f ∗̃(M,∇,Λ)

3 g)− (D(M,∇,Λ)
X f )∗̃(M,∇,Λ)

3 g− f ∗̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 (D(M,∇,Λ)

X g) =
d
dt
|t=0 f ∗̃(M,∇,φX

t∗Λ)
3 g+O(ν4).
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whereφX
t denotes the flow of the vectorfield X.

If X is a Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to a function f∈C∞(M), then D(M,∇,Λ)
Xf

coincides
with the inner derivation at order3 of ∗̃3 defined by the function f , i.e.

D(M,∇,Λ)
Xf

g =
1

2ν
( f ∗̃(M,∇,Λ)

3 g−g∗̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 f ).

3 Equivalence of universal star products – Universal Poisson cohomol-
ogy

Lemma 1 • Any universal star product∗ = m+ ∑r≥1 ν rCr is a natural star product, i.e. each
bidifferential operator Cr is of order at most r in each argument. Indeed Cr is a universal
Poisson-related bidifferential operator defined by a polynomial of degree r in the Poisson struc-
ture; this implies, in view of the Bianchi’s identities for the curvature tensor, that Cr is of order
at most r in each argument.

• The universal Poisson-related bidifferential operator C1 of any universal star product is neces-
sarily the Poisson bracket C(M,∇,Λ)

1 = Λi j ∇i ∧∇ j .

• The Gerstenhaber bracket[ , ]G of two universal Poisson-related multidifferential operator of
degree k and l inΛ, is a universal Poisson-related multidifferential operator of degree k+ l in
Λ.

• If a universal Poisson-related p-differential operator C is a Hochschild p-cocycle ( where
∂ := adm = [m, .]G denotes the Hochschild differential) then C= A+ ∂B where A a univer-
sal Poisson-related p-differential operator which is of order1 in each argument and is the
totally skewsymmetric part of C, and where B is a universal Poisson-related(p−1)-differential
operator.

The last point comes from the explicit formulas [2, 5] for the tensors associated toB in terms of those
associated toC when one is given a connection.

Definition 4 A universal Poissonp-cocycleis a universal Poisson-related p-differential skewsym-
metric operatorC of order 1 in each argument which is a cocycle for the Chevalley cohomology for
the adjoint representation of(C∞(M),{ , }), i.e. with the coboundary defined by

δPC(u1, . . . ,um+1) =
m+1

∑
i=1

(−1)i{ui ,C(u1, . . . ûi . . . ,um+1)}

+∑
i< j

(−1)i+ jC({ui ,u j},u1 . . . ûi . . . û j . . . ,um+1).

which can be written as a multiple of

skew[Λ,C(M,∇,Λ)]G

whereskewindicates the skewsymmetrisation in all its arguments of an operator.
Equivalently, a universal Poissonp-cocycleC is defined by a universal Poisson related skewsymmetric
p-tensorc (with C(u1, . . . ,up) = c(du1, . . . ,dup)) so that

[Λ,c(M,∇,Λ)]SN = 0
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where[·, ·]SN denotes the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of skewsymmetric tensors (which is the exten-
sion, as a graded derivation for the exterior product∧ of the usual bracket of vectorfields).
A universal Poissonp-cocycleC is a universal Poisson coboundaryif there exists a universal
Poisson-related skewsymmetric(p−1)-differential operatorC of order 1 in each argument so that

C(M,∇,Λ) = δPB(M,∇,Λ)(= skew[Λ,B(M,∇,Λ)]G);

(equivalently, if there exists a universal Poisson related tensorb so thatc(M,∇,Λ) = [Λ,b(M,∇,Λ)]SN).
Theuniversal Poisson cohomologyH p is the quotient of the space of universal Poissonp-cocycles
by the space of universal Poissonp-coboundaries.
We can restrict ourselves to the space of universal Poissonp-cocycles defined by polynomials of de-
greek in the Poisson structures and make the quotient by the space of universal Poisson coboundaries
defined by polynomials of degreek−1. We speak then of the universal Poissonp-cohomology of de-
greek in the Poisson structure and we denote it byH p

polk. We can further restrict ourselves to universal
Poisson related tensors (or operators of order 1 in each argument) of no-loop type.

Definition 5 If ∗= m+∑r≥1 ν rCr is a universal star product and ifE = ∑∞
r=2 νEr is a formal series of

universal differential operators vanishing on constants, of no-loop type, with eachEr a polynomial of
degreer in the Poisson structure, then the series∗′ defined by

∗′ = (expadE)∗

where adE· = [E, ·]G, (i.e. f ∗′ g = expE((exp−E) f ∗ (exp−E)g)), is an equivalent universal star
product. We say that∗ and∗′ are universally equivalent.

Lemma 2 If ∗ and∗′ are universal star products which coincide at order k in the deformation param-
eter ν , then, by the associativity relation at order k, C′k−Ck is a universal Hochschild2-cocycle of
no-loop type which is a polynomial of degree k in the Poisson structure. Furthermore, associativity at
order k+1 implies that its skewsymmetric part p2 is a universal Poisson2-cocycle :

+�
u,v,w

{
pM,∇,Λ

2 (u,v),w
}

+ pM,∇,Λ
2 ({u,v} ,w) = 0,

where +�
u,v,w

denotes the sum over cyclic permutations of u,v,w.

If it is a universal Poisson2-coboundary of no-loop type, then there is a a formal series E of
universal differential operators vanishing on constants such that(expadE)∗ and∗′ coincide at order
k+1.

In particular, two universal star products are universally equivalent if H2
(no−loop,pol) = {0}. They

are always equivalent at order k in the deformation parameterν if H 2
(no−loop)pol j = {0} ∀1≤ j ≤ k.

Consider now any universal star product∗ = m+ ∑r≥1 ν rCr . We automatically have thatC1 is the

Poisson bracket. Associativity at order 2 yields∂C2 = ∂C̃(M,∇,Λ)
2 so

C2( f ,g) = C̃(M,∇,Λ)
2 ( f ,g)+ p2( f ,g)+∂E2( f ,g)

and the skewsymmetric part of associativity at order 3 yields thatp2 is a universal Poisson 2-cocycle
(which is a polynomial of degree 2 in the Poisson structure).

Proposition 2 The spaces H2pol2(Λ) and H2
(no−loop)pol2(Λ) of universal Poisson2-cohomology of de-

gree2 in the Poisson structure vanish.
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PROOF The universal skewsymmetric 2-tensors of degree 2 inΛ are combinations of

∇sΛir ∇rΛ js∇i ∧∇ j ,

(∇2
rsΛir Λ js−∇2

rsΛ jr Λis)∇i ∧∇ j ,

(Λir ΛstRj
rst−Λ jr ΛstRi

rst)∇i ∧∇ j ,

Λri Λs jRt
rst∇i ∧∇ j .

The only universal cocycles are the multiples of

Λri Λs jRt
rst∇i ∧∇ j

and those are the boundaries of the multiples of∇rΛir ∂i . Remark that there are no cocycles of no-loop
type.

Thus, universal star product at order 2 are unique modulo equivalence and one can assume that
C2 = C̃(M,∇,Λ)

2 . Then the skewsymmetric part of the Hochschild 2-cocycleC3−C̃(M,∇,Λ)
3 is a universal

Poisson 2-cocycle of no-loop type which is a polynomial of degree 3 in the Poisson structure.

Proposition 3 The space H2(no−loop)pol3(Λ) of universal Poisson2-cohomology of no-loop type and of
degree3 in the Poisson structure vanishes.

PROOF We consider all possible universal Poisson 2-cochains of no loop type which are polynomials
of degree 3 in the Poisson structure. They are defined by universal skewsymmetric 2-tensors of degree
3 in Λ which are combinations with constant coefficients of the different concatenations (with no
loops) of

Λ··Λ··Λ··(∇2
··R)···· Λ··Λ··Λ··R····R

·
···,

Λ··(∇·Λ)··(∇·Λ)··R···· Λ··Λ··(∇·Λ)··(∇·R)····
Λ··Λ··(∇2

··Λ)··R···· Λ··(∇2
··Λ)··(∇2

··Λ)·· (∇2
··Λ)··(∇·Λ)··(∇·Λ)··.

Using the symmetry properties ofR, the Bianchi’s identities and the fact thatΛ is a Poisson tensor,
one is left with a combination with constant coefficients of 49 independant terms.
Universal 2-coboundaries come from the boundaries of universal 1-tensors of degree 2 inΛ; such
1-tensors are given by combinations with constant coefficients of concatenations of

Λ··Λ··(∇·R)···· Λ··(∇·Λ)··R····.

Hence, modulo universal coboundaries, one can assume that the coefficients of 4 of the 49 terms in a
universal cochain are zero.
The cohomology that we are looking for is then given by the combinations with constant coefficients
of the remaining 45 terms which are cocycles (for all possible choices of manifold, Poisson structure
Λ and connection∇.)
LetC be a combination of those 45 terms. The cocycle condition is[Λ,C]SN= 0. We plug in examples
of Poisson structures and connections and impose this cocycle condition. This shows that all 45
coefficients must vanish.
It is enough, for instance, to consider the example onR4, with the non vanishing coefficients of the
connection defined by

Γ1
12 = x3

1, Γ1
14 = x4 Γ2

11 = x2
1, Γ2

13 = 1, Γ2
22 = 1, Γ2

14 = x3, Γ3
13 =−x4,

Γ3
33 = 1, Γ3

44 =−x2x3x4, Γ4
11 = 1, Γ4

13 = 1, Γ4
22 = x1, Γ3

44 =−3.
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and the quadratic Poisson structure defined by

Λ = ∑
1=i< j=4

xix j
∂

∂xi
∧ ∂

∂x j

From this example, one gets that 41 of the 45 coefficients have to vanish. One is left with a combination
with constant coefficients of four terms and an example with constant Poisson structure in dimension
7 shows that all those coefficients must vanish. The non vanishing coefficients of this example are:

Λ12 = 1 Λ15 = 1 Λ17 = 1 Λ25 = 1 Λ26 = 2 Λ27 = 2

Λ34 = 1 Λ37 = 3 Λ46 = 1 Λ47 = 4 Λ56 = 1 Λ57 = 5 Λ67 = 6.

Γ1
12 = 1 Γ1

62 = x7 Γ1
77 =−1 Γ2

17 = x1 Γ3
13 = x6 Γ4

11 = 1 Γ4
22 = 1 Γ4

33 = 2

Γ4
77 = 3 Γ5

12 = x1x5 Γ5
33 = x2 Γ6

11 = 1 Γ6
44 = x2 Γ6

44 = x5 Γ7
11 = x7 Γ7

44 = x3 Γ7
17 = x1.

Corollary 1 Any universal star product is universally equivalent to one whose expression at order3
is given by formula (2.1).

4 Grothendieck- and Dolgushev-resolution of the space of functions

Our purpose in this section is to prove that the Fedosov-resolution of the algebra of smooth functions
constructed in Dolgushev [7] coincides with its resolution given by Cattaneo, Felder and Tomassini
in [3]. We also give explicitely the identification of smooth functions, tensorfields and differential
operators onM with flat sections in the corresponding bundles.

Let M be ad-dimensional manifold and consider thejet bundle E →M (the bundle of infinite jet
of functions) with fibersR[[y1, . . . ,yd]] (i.e. formal power series iny∈ Rd with real coefficients) and
transition functions induced from the transition functions of the tangent bundleTM. Thus

E = F(M)×Gl(d,R) R[[y1, . . . ,yd]] (4.1)

whereF(M) is the frame bundle. Remark thatE can be seen as the formally completed symmetric
algebra of the cotangent bundleT∗M; a sections∈ Γ(M,E) can be written in the form

s= s(x;y) =
∞

∑
p=0

si1...ip(x)y
i1 · · ·yip

with repeated indices variing from 1 tod, and where thesi1...ip are components of symmetric covariant
tensors onM. This bundleE is denotedS M by Dolgushev.

The construction of a star product on ad-dimensional Poisson manifold(M,P) given by Catta-
neo, Felder and Tomassini in [3], using a linear torsionfree connection∇ on the manifoldM, starts
with the identification of the commutative algebraC∞(M) of smooth functions onM with the alge-
braZ 0(Γ(M,E),DG) of flat sections of the jet bundleE → M , for the Grothendieck connectionDG

(which is constructed using∇). Let us recall this construction.
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The exponential map for the connection∇ gives an identification

expx : U ∩TxM →M y 7→ expx(y) (4.2)

at each pointx, of the intersection of the tangent spaceTxM with a neighborhoodU of the zero section
of the tangent bundleTM with a neighborhood ofx in M.

To a functionf ∈C∞(M), one associates the sectionfφ of the jet bundleE →M given, for anyx∈M
by the Taylor expansion at 0∈ TxM of the pullbackf ◦expx.

Lemma 3 The section fφ is given by:

fφ (x;y) = f (x)+ ∑
n>0

1
n!

∇n
i1...in f (x)yi1 . . .yin = f (x)+ ∑

n>0

1
n!

∇n,sym
i1...in

f (x)yi1 . . .yin. (4.3)

PROOF In local coordinatesxi ’s one hasd
dt f (expx ty) = ∑d

k=1(∂xk f )(expx ty) d
dt (expx ty)k and

d2

dt2 f (expx ty) = ∑k,l (∂ 2
xkxl f )(expx ty) d

dt (expx ty)k d
dt (expx ty)l + ∑d

k=1(∂xk f )(expx ty) d2

dt2 (expx ty)k. The
definition of the exponential map imply that

d2

dt2
(expx ty)k =−∑

r,s
Γk

rs(expx ty)
d
dt

(expx ty)r d
dt

(expx ty)s (4.4)

henced2

dt2 f (expx ty) = ∑k,l (∇2
kl f )(expx ty) d

dt (expx ty)k d
dt (expx ty)l . By induction, one gets

dn

dtn
f (expx ty) = ∑

k1,...kn

(∇n
k1...kn

f )(expx ty)
d
dt

(expx ty)k1 . . .
d
dt

(expx ty)kn

and the result follows att = 0.

Definition 6 [4] The Grothendieck connectionDG onE is defined by:

DG
Xs(x;y) :=

d
dt |t=0

s(x(t);exp−1
x(t)(expx(y))) (4.5)

for any curvet → x(t) ∈M representingX ∈ TxM and for anys∈ Γ(M,E). It is locally given by

DG
X =

d

∑
i=1

Xi

∂xi +∑
k

∑
j

(
∂φx

∂y

−1
)k

j

∂φ j

∂xi ∂yk

 (4.6)

whereφx(y) = φ(x,y) is the Taylor expansion of expxy aty = 0:

φ(x,y)k = xk +yk− 1
2 ∑

rs
Γk

rs(x)yr ys+
1
3! ∑rst

(
−(∂xr Γk

st)(x)+2∑
u

Γu
rs(x)Γ

k
ut(x)

)
yr ysyt +O(y4).

Remark 2 • From the definition (4.5) it is clear thatDG is flat (DG
X ◦DG

Y −DG
Y ◦DG

X = DG
[X,Y]).

• It is also obvious thatDG( fφ ) = 0 ∀ f ∈C∞(M).
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Lemma 4 [4] Introducing the operator on E-valued forms on M

δ = ∑
i

dxi ∂

∂ yi , (4.7)

one can write
DG =−δ +∇′+A, (4.8)

where

∇′ = ∑
i

dxi

(
∂xi −∑

jk

Γk
i j y j

∂yk

)
(4.9)

is the covariant derivative on E associated to∇ and where A is a1-form on M with values in the
fiberwize vectorfields on E,

A(x;y) =: ∑
ik

dxi Ak
i (x;y)∂yk = ∑

ik

dxi
(
−1

3 ∑
rs

Rk
ris(x)y

rys+0(y3)
)

∂yk. (4.10)

One extends as usual the operatorDG to the spaceΩ(M,E) of E-valued forms onM:

DG =−δ +∇′+A with ∇′ = d−∑
i jk

dxiΓk
i j y j

∂yk. (4.11)

One introduces the operatorδ ∗ = ∑ j y
j i( ∂

∂ x j ) on Ω(M,E). Clearly (δ ∗)2 = 0,δ 2 = 0 and for any
ω ∈ Ωq(M,Ep), i.e. aq-form of degreep in y, we have(δδ ∗+δ ∗δ )ω = (p+q)ω.
Defining, for anyω ∈ Ωq(M,Ep)

δ
−1

ω =
1

p+q
δ
∗
ω whenp+q 6= 0

= 0 whenp = q = 0

we see that anyδ -closedq-form ω of degreep in y, whenp+q > 0, writes uniquely asω = δσ with
δ ∗σ = 0; σ is given byσ = δ−1ω.
One proceeds by induction on the degree iny to see that the cohomoly ofDG is concentrated in degree
0 and that any flat section ofE is determined by its part of degree 0 iny. Indeed aq-form ω is DG-
closed iffδω = (∇′+A)ω; this implies thatδωp = 0 for ωp the terms of lowest order (p) in y. When
p+q > 0 we can writeωp = δ (δ−1ωp) andω −DG(δ−1ωp) has terms of lowest order at leastp+1
in y. Remark that given any sections of E thens(x;y = 0) determines a smooth functionf on M. If
DGs= 0, thens− fφ is still DG closed. By the above, Its terms of lowest order iny must be of the
form δσ hence must vanish since we have a 0-form. Hence we have:

Lemma 5 [4] Any section of the jet bundle s∈ Γ(E) is the Taylor expansion of the pullback of a
smooth function f on M via the exponential map of the connection∇ if and only if it is horizontal for
the Grothendieck-connection DG:

s= fφ for a f ∈C∞(M)⇔ s∈ Γhor(E) := {s′ ∈ Γ(E) |DGs′ = 0}. (4.12)

Furthermore, the cohomology of DG is concentrated in degree 0. In other word, one obtains a
“Grothendieck-resolution” of the algebra of smooth functions, i.e.

H•(Ω(M,E),DG) = H0(Ω(M,E),DG) = Γhor(E)∼= C∞(M).
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Remark 3 When aq-form ω is DG exact, we have writtenω = DGσ where the tensors definingσ are
given by universal polynomials (with no-loop concatenations) in the tensors definingω, the tensors
definingA, the curvature of the connection, and their iterated covariant derivatives.

Lemma 6 The1-form A on M with values in the fiberwize vectorfields on E is given by A(x;y) =:
∑ik dxi Ak

i (x;y)∂yk where the Aki are universal polynomials given by (no-loop) concatenations of itera-
tive covariant derivatives of the curvature; they are of the form

∑(∇...R) j1
i·· (∇...R) j2

j1·· . . .(∇...R)k
js−1·· y

· . . .y·. (4.13)

In particular δ−1A = 0 since the curvature is skewsymmetric in its first two lower arguments. The
1-form A is uniquely characterized by the fact thatδ−1A = 0. and the fact that DG =−δ + ∇′+A is
flat, i.e;

(
DG
)2 = 0 which is equivalent to

δA = R∇′
+∇′A+

1
2
[A,A] (4.14)

for 1
2[A,A](X,Y) := [A(X),A(Y)] and R∇′

=−1
2Rl

i jkdxi ∧dxjyk ∂

∂yl .

PROOF Any sections∈ Γ(M,E) writes ∑∞
p=0sp

i1...ip
(x)yi1 · · ·yip with symmetricp-covariant tensors

sp
i1...ip

. WriteA(x;y) = ∑r≥2dxi(A(r)(x))k
i, j1... jr y

j1 . . .y jr ∂yk with (A(2)(x))k
i,rs =−1

3 ∑rsRk
ris(x)y

rys. Then

the covariant tensors ofDG
Xs are given by the symmetrisation of

(
DG

Xs
)p

=−i(X)sp+1 +∇Xsp +
p−2

∑
r=0

(A(p−r)(X))k
∂yksr+1.

The fact thatDG( fφ ) = 0 ∀ f ∈C∞(M) implies the expression given in the lemma forA. Indeed, the
symmetric tensors definingfφ are given by1

p! ∇
p,symf and we must have

0 =
(

DG
∂xi

fφ

)p

j1... jp

=− 1
(p+1)!

(∇p+1,symf )i j1... jp +
1
p!

(∇(∇p,symf ))i j1... jp

+
p−2

∑
r=0

(
A(p−r)(x)

)k

i, j1... jp−r

1
r!

(∇r+1,symf )k jp−r+1... jp

with the last terms symmetrized in thej ′s. The commutation of covariant derivatives of aq-form ω

gives

(∇p+2 f )kl j1... jp − (∇p+2 f )lk j1... jp =−
p

∑
r=0

Rs
kl jr (∇

p f ) j1... jr−1s jr+1... jp

and implies by induction that(∇(∇p,symf ))i j1... jp − (∇p+1,symf )i j1... jp is a universal expression con-
tracting covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor with lower covariant derivatives off of the form

(∇...R)t1
i·· (∇...R)t2

t1·· . . .(∇...R)s
ts−1·· (∇

r+1,symf )s...

with the j ′s put in a symmetrised way at the·’s, and for 0≤ r ≤ p−2. Hence the expression forA.
Observe thatdδ + δd = 0 and alsoδ∇′ + ∇′δ = 0 since∇ is torsionfree. Hence

(
DG
)2 = 0 iff

−δA+R∇′
+∇′A+ 1

2[A,A] vanishes on all sections ofE; since it is a 2-form onM with values in the
fiberwize vectorfields onE, this must vanish.
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Dolgushev [7] gave in a similar spirit a construction for a Kontsevich’s formality quasi-isomorphism
for a general smooth manifold. The construction starts again with a torsionfree linear connexion∇
on M. A resolution (called Fedosov’s resolution in Dolgushev’s paper) of the algebra of functions is
given using the complex of algebras(Ω(M,E),DF) for a flat connexion (differential)DF defined by

DF := ∇′−δ +A (4.15)

whereA is a 1-form onM with values in the fiberwize vectorfields onE, obtained by induction on the
order iny by the equation

A = δ
−1R∇′

+δ
−1(∇

′
A+

1
2
[A,A]). (4.16)

This implies thatδ−1A = 0 andδA = R∇′
+∇′

A+ 1
2[A,A] so thatA coincides with the 1-form already

considered. Hence

Lemma 7 The differential DG and DF coincide.

Similarly, Dolgushev defined a resolution of polydifferential operators and polyvectorfields on

M using the complexes(Ω(M,Dpoly),D
Dpoly
F ) and(Ω(M,Tpoly),D

Tpoly
F ) whereTpoly is the bundle of

formal fiberwize polyvectorfields onE andDpoly is the bundle of formal fiberwize polydifferential
operators onE. A section ofT k

poly is of the form

F (x;y) =
∞

∑
n=0

F
j1... jk+1

i1...in
(x)yi1 . . .yin ∂

∂y j1
∧ . . .∧ ∂

∂y jk+1
, (4.17)

whereF
j1... jk+1

i1...in
(x) are coefficients of tensors, symmetric in the covariant indicesi1, . . . , in and anti-

symmetric in the contravariant indicesj1, . . . , jk+1. A section ofDk
poly is of the form

O(x;y) =
∞

∑
n=0

O
α1...αk+1
i1...in

(x)yi1 . . .yin ∂ |α1|

∂yα1
⊗ . . .⊗ ∂ |αk+1|

∂yαk+1
, (4.18)

where theαl are multi-indices andOα1...αk+1
i1...in

(x) are coefficients of tensors symmetric in the covariant
indicesi1, . . . , in. and symmetric in each block ofαi contravariant indices.

The spacesΩ(M,Tpoly) andΩ(M,Dpoly) have a formal fiberwise DGLA structure. Namely, the
degree of an element inΩ(M,Tpoly) ( resp.Ω(M,Dpoly) ) is defined by the sum of the degree of the
exterior form and the degree of the polyvector field (resp. the polydifferential operator), the bracket on
Ω(M,Tpoly) is defined by[ω1⊗F1,ω2⊗F2]SN := (−1)k1q2ω1∧ω2⊗ [F1,F2]SN for ωi aqi form and
Fi a section inT ki

poly and similarly forΩ(M,Dpoly) using the Gerstenhaber bracket. The differential
on Ω(M,Tpoly) is 0 and the differential onΩ(M,Dpoly) is defined by∂ := [mp f , .]G wheremp f is the
fiberwize multiplication of formal power series iny of E.

Definition 7 [7] The differentialD
Tpoly
F is defined onΩ(M,Tpoly) by

D
Tpoly
F F := ∇TpolyF −δ

TpolyF +[A,F ]SN (4.19)

where∇TpolyF = dF −
[
∑i jk dxiΓk

i j y j ∂yk,F
]

SN
and whereδF =

[
∑i dxi ∂

∂yi ,F
]

SN
. SimilarlyD

Dpoly
F

is defined onΩ(M,Dpoly) by

D
Dpoly
F O := ∇DpolyO−δ

DpolyO +[A,O]G (4.20)
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with ∇Dpoly andδDpoly defined as above with the Gerstenhaber bracket.
Again the cohomology is concentrated in degree 0 and a flat sectionF ∈ Tpoly or O ∈ Dpoly is
determined by its termsF0 or O0 of order 0 iny; it is defined inductively by

F = F0 +δ
−1
(

∇TpolyF +[A,F ]SN

)
O = O0 +δ

−1
(

∇DpolyO +[A,O]G
)

.

On the other hand, ifs1 . . .sk+1 are sections ofE, we have for aF ∈ Γ(M,Tpoly):

DF (F (s1, . . . ,sk+1)) = (DTpoly
F F )(s1, . . . ,sk+1)+F (DFs1, . . . ,sk+1)+ · · ·+F (s1, . . . ,DFsk+1)

(4.21)
and similarly for aO ∈ Γ(M,Dpoly).

Definition 8 [3] As in Cattaneo et al. we associate to a polyvector fieldF ∈ Tk
poly(M) a section

Fφ ∈ Γ(M,Tpoly) : for a pointx∈M one considers the Taylor expansion (infinite jet)Fφ (x;y) aty = 0
of the push-forward(expx)

−1
∗ F(expxy). Clearly this definition implies thatXφ ( fφ ) = (X f)

φ
so thatFφ

is uniquely determined by the fact that

Fφ ( f 1
φ , . . . , f k+1

φ
) =

(
F( f 1, . . . , f k+1)

)
φ

∀ f j ∈C∞(M). (4.22)

Similarly we associate to a differential operatorO∈Dk
poly(M) a sectionOφ ∈ Γ(M,Dpoly) determined

by the fact that

Oφ ( f 1
φ , . . . , f k+1

φ
) =

(
O( f 1, . . . , f k+1)

)
φ

∀ f j ∈C∞(M). (4.23)

Observe thatD
Tpoly
F Fφ = 0 by 4.21 and 4.22 and similarlyD

Dpoly
F Oφ = 0, hence we have

Proposition 4 A section ofTpoly is D
Tpoly
F −horizontal if and only if is a Taylor expansion of a polyvec-

torfield on M, i.e. iff it is of the form Fφ for some F∈ Tk
poly(M).

Similarly a section ofDpoly is D
Dpoly
F −horizontal if and only if is of the form Oφ for some O∈Dk

poly(M).
The terms in such a flat section are defined by tensors which are universal polynomials (involving con-
catenations of no-loop type) in the tensors defining the polyvectorfield (or differential operator) on M,
the curvature tensor and their iterated covariant derivatives.

Observe also that aDF closed sections∈Ωq(M,E) or F ∈Ωq(M,Tpoly) or O ∈Ωq(M,Dpoly) for q≥
1 is the boundary of a section defined by tensors which are given by universal polynomials (involving
concatenations of no-loop type) in the tensors defining the section, the curvature tensor and their
iterated covariant derivatives.

The isomorphisms obtained are isomorphisms of differential graded Lie algebras.

5 Construction of a universal star products

The construction of a star product on any Poisson manifold by Cattaneo, Felder and Tomassini pro-
ceeds as follows: one quantize the identification of the commutative algebra of smooth functions on
M with the algebra of flat sections ofE in the following way.
A deformed algebra stucture onΓ(M,E)[[ν ]] is obtained through fiberwize quantization of the jet bun-
dle using Kontsevich star product onRd. Precisely, one considers the fiberwize Poisson structure on
E defined byΛφ and the fiberwize Kontsevich star product onΓ(M,E)[[ν ]]:

σ ∗Λφ

K τ = στ +
∞

∑
n=1

νn

n!
Un(Λφ , . . . ,Λφ )(σ ,τ).
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The operatorDG
X is not a derivation of this deformed product; one constructs a flat connectionD which

is a derivation of∗Λφ

K . One defines first

D1
X = X +

∞

∑
j=0

ν j

j!
U j+1(X̂,Λφ , . . . ,Λφ ) (5.1)

whereX̂ := DG
X−X is a vertical vectorfield onE. The formality equations imply thatD1

X is a derivation
of the star product. Using the fact thatU1(ξ ) = ξ for any vector fieldξ and that, forn≥ 2, the maps
Un(ξ ,α2, . . . ,αn) = 0 if ξ is a linear vector field, we see that

D1
X = DG

X +
∞

∑
j=1

ν j

j!
U j+1( ˆ̂X,Λφ , . . . ,Λφ ) (5.2)

where ˆ̂X = ∑i X
i(−∂yi + ∑k Ak

i (x;y)∂yk) as defined in equation 4.10, so that it is given by universal
polynomials (with no-loop type concatenatons) in the tensors definingX, the curvature tensor and
their iterated derivatives. The connectionD1 is not flat so one deforms it by

D := D1 +[γ, ·]
∗

Λφ

K

so thatD is flat. The 1-formγ is constructed inductively using the fact that the cohomology ofDG

vanishes.
The next point is to identify series of functions onM with the algebra of flat sections of this quantized
bundle of algebras to define the star product onM.
This is done by buildind a mapρ : Γ(M,E)[[ν ]]→ Γ(M,E)[[ν ]] so thatρ ◦DG = D ◦ρ. This map is
again constructed by induction using the vanishing of the cohomology.
All these points show that the star product constructed in this way is universal.

Similarly, one can show that Dolgushev’s formality is universal in the following sense. Dolgu-
shev constructs aL∞ morphism from the differential graded Lie algebra of polyvectorfields onM to
the differential graded Lie algebra of polydifferential operators onM, giving its Taylor coefficients,
i.e. a collection of mapsUD

j associating toj multivectorfieldsFk on M a multidifferential operator
UD

j (α1, . . . ,α j). The tensors defining this operator are given by universal polynomials (involving con-
catenations of no-loop type) in the tensors defining theα j ’s, the curvature tensor and their iterated
cavariant derivatives.
Indeed thisL∞-morphism is obtained in two steps from the fiberwize Kontsevich formality from
Ω(M,Tpoly) to Ω(M,Dpoly) building first a twist which depends only on the curvature and its co-
variant derivatives, then building a contraction using the vanishing of theDF cohomology.
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